QSL KAARTEN HERDENKING AAN DE BEIDE WERELDOORLOGEN

OP15HC (WO 1) en ON70NUTSP (WO 2)
May this eagle always symbolize the sacrifices and heroism of the 101st Airborne Division and all its attached units.
December 1944 - January 1945
The City and the Citizens of Bastogne
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UBA SECTION GTM USING ON7ONUTS TO COMMEMORATE THE 70TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE "BATTLE OF THE BULGE" DEC 1944.
GENERAL ANTHONY C. MC AULIFFE'S ANSWER WAS "NUTS" IN RESPONSE TO A GERMAN SURRENDER ULTIMATUM.
IT WAS THE LARGEST AND BLOODIEST BATTLE Fought BY THE U.S. DURING WWII.

ALL INFORMATION @ ON7ONUTS.COM
ALL THE OPERATORS OF THE CLUBSTATION THANK YOU FOR THIS NICE QSO AND SAY 73 TU
ON7ONUTS/P
QTH: TEMSE - WWLOC JO31CD